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THE ASSASSIN'S SHADOW LIES ACROSS JAPAN
(May 14, 1932—February 15, 1933}
the ten years that this narrative covers witnessed a series of ex-
plosive crises in the internal and external affairs of Japan. Some of
these crises remained confined to the political sphere. Others took
the form of assassination and military attack. The year 1932 opened
with a series of political assassinations, culminating in the murder
of Premier Inukai on May 15. The first section of this narrative
therefore covers the period of surface calm that, for once, did not end
in violence but merely in Japan's recognition of the state of Man-
chukuo and her decision to quit the League of Nations*
THE MISSION BEGINS
May 14-18, 1932,   On the Overland Limited, Chicago to San Francisco
We're off. A new adventure in this kaleidoscopic life of ours—our
fourteenth post and our fourth mission, and it promises to be the
most adventurous of all. For five years we've watched the Turkish
Republic digging out from the ruins of the defunct Ottoman Empire
and hewing its way, painfully, to a new salvation. Now we enter a
much bigger arena, on which the attention of the world is going to be
centred for many years, perhaps for many decades, to come. Almost
anything may happen except one thing : the abandonment by Japan
of her investments, her property, her nationals, and her vital interests
in Manchuria. She is there to stay, unless conquered in war, and the
interesting question is the policy and methods she will pursue to meet
international susceptibilities and what camouflage she will employ to
cover uncomfortable facts.
Indeed, many interesting questions present themselves. Will Japan
be content with safeguarding her present rights in Manchuria or, 33
some would have it, does her programme include ideas of far-Sung
empire throughout Asia, with Korea the first step and Manchuria the
second ? Can she avoid a clash with Soviet Russia, with America ?
The big issue is whether this irresistible Japanese impulse is eventually
going to come up against an immovable object in world opposition and,
tf so, what form the resultant conflagration will take, whether internal
revolution or external war. It will depend largely upon how
Japan plays her cards, and this is the problem which we are going
to be privileged to watch from the inside, I hope for a long time to
come.
I shall do my utmost to keep a detached and balanced point of view.
An ambassador who starts prejudiced agaiast tbc country to
'       '	'

